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Take Operation Decisions to the Next Level

All-In-One Farm Management Tool

AGI Compass® Grower is the web-based farm management tool that provides 
increased visibility and control over every aspect of your business. It lets you 
capture real time farm data, allowing you to analyze and make more informed 
and efficient operation decisions.

WHAT AGI COMPASS CAN DO FOR YOU

• Crop Management - Detailed record keeping for year-over-year crop variety, 
crop applications, harvest dates, yield tracking and selling price. Includes GIS/
GPS mapping, geo-tag key markers and crop observations. 

• Inventory & Contracts - Track product inventory and purchases. Monitor grain 
storage, shipments and contract management. Full traceability built in.

• Operational Efficiencies - Equipment data integration, allowing for 
automatic transfer of electronic field records. Tracks soil testing for nutrient 
management and reporting.

• Profit Scenarios - Extensive crop reporting by field and crop. Financial 
summaries including crop production costs, crop sharing, product 
summaries and more.

Extensive reporting is available at the 
click of a button, while the option to 
export your data at any time allows 
you even greater analysis options.



YOUR OPERATION DATA

With AGI Compass®, we believe you are the owner of your 
data. With options to import and export from the system, it 
gives you full control over your data.

YOU own all data put into the system.  
YOU can export your records at any point in time.
YOU have control.

C E R T I F I E D

Live Support  
Full-time, year-round, live support 
including convenient ongoing 
web-access training.

Mobile Friendly 
Accessible on all smartphones 
and tablets so you can see what’s 
happening in real time. 

Cloud-Based   
You’ll never lose data again thanks to 
secure, safe storage and convenient, 
automatic updates. 

Day-to-Day Transaction Processing

Processing of all sales and purchase 
invoices and journal entries 
each month.

We Work With Your Accountant

Providing monthly reporting which 
you can share with your accountant.

Tax Reporting

Using all available data, we provide 
the most accurate information to file 
your sales taxes.

Monthly Financial Reporting

Full company financial visibility 
delivered to you on a monthly basis.

Monthly Processing & Reconciliations

Ensuring all data is matched 
and verified; providing accurate, 
reconciled information.

Year-End Close

Allies with your accountant to provide 
a final report including year-end entries.

Upgrade to AGI Compass Day-to-Day for managing your books.

Compass Day-to-Day (D2D) is your all-in-one solution for managing your books and your farm. This bookkeeping service 
combined with our farm management program allows you to spend less time at your desk and more time on your fields.
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AGI Compass® is an AGI Brand. 

AGI is a leading provider of equipment solutions for agriculture bulk commodities including seed, 
fertilizer, grain, and feed systems with a growing platform in providing equipment and solutions 
for food processing facilities. AGI has manufacturing facilities in Canada, the United States, the 
United Kingdom, Brazil, South Africa, India and Italy and distributes its products globally.
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